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1 • Measures which act invariantly. Consider a locally 
compact abelian topological {LCA) group G and a complex valued 
regular Borel measure ~ defined on G which is finite on compact 
sets. If s £ G then we denote by Ts~ that measure which is 
defined by the equation Ts~{E) = ~{Es). A linear subspace X of 
C0 (G), the sup norm Banach algebra of all complex valued continuous 
functions on G which vanish at infinity, is said to be transla-
~ invariant if h ~X implies Tsh E. X for all s ~ G where 
Tsh(t) = h{t s ). Suppose X E. C0 {G) is such a subspace and fur-
thermore that ~ is a measure on G for which 
{h If:.. X), 
and 
ii) JaTs_th(t)d~(t) = Jah(t)qTs~(t) = Jah(t)d~(t) (h~_X, SE;G). 
If this is the case we say that ~ acts invariantly on X. 
Clearly if ~ is a constant multiple of Haar measure m 
on G and X scc(G) , the subspace of C0 (G) consisting of func-
tions with compact support, then ~ acts invariantly on X • How-
ever assertions in the converse direction are not generally valid. 
' Indeed there exist positive measures ~ distinct from Haar 
measure and translation invariant subspaces X of Qc(G) which 
are dense in C0 (G) such that ~ acts invariantly on X •. For 
example, let G = R , the additive group of the real line , 
d~(t) = (2 + sint) ~·(t) and suppose X consists of all 
h ~ Cc(R) such that h(1) = t(-1) = 0 , where t denotes the 
2. 
usual Fourier transformation of h. Then X is a translation 
invariant subspace of Cc(R) which is dense in C0 (R) and for 
each s ~ G and h E X we have 
= 2J Ts- ... th(t)dm(t) + di J Ts_ 1h(t) (eit_e-it)drn(t) 
R R 
= 2J h(t)dm(t) + ~i(eis h(-1) - e-is h(1 >) · 
R 
= 2J h(t)dm(t) 
R 
= 2J h(t)dm(t) + di(h(-1) - h(1)) 
R 
f h(t)dll(t) • 
R 
It should be noted for future reference that X is not a subalgebra 
of C0 (R) • To see this -it is .sufficient to observe that 
A 
h(t) = max(2'1T - It I , 0) belongs to X but h 2 {1). = 8'11' ~ 0 • 
We are thus led to a consideration of the following 
questions. If 11 acts invariantly on X then: 
I) What can be said about 11 ? In particular, under what con-
ditions is 11 a constant multiple of Haar measure m ? 
II) What can be said about the linear (not necessarily continuous) 
functional Fe defined on X by 
Fe(h) = J h(t)dll{t) 
G 
(hE:: X) ? 
Such questions are of some importance since a frequent 
argument in harmonic analysis is to construct a measure 11 which 
acts invariantly 6n a certain subspace X of C0 (G) and then 
conclude that 11 is a multiple of Haar measure. For instance the 
3. 
proofs of the FoUrier inversion theorem in (6~ 7, 8} depend on such 
an argument. 
The problem we have just described has been studied by 
Jerison and Rudin (2) • We mention two of their results. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose X is a translation invariant sub-
algebra of C0 (G), which is dense in C0 (G) . If ~ acts invari-
antly on X then ~ is a constant multiple of Haar measure on G 
THEOREM 2. Suppose X is a translation invariant sub-
space of Cc(G) • If ~ acts invariantly on X and there exists 
some g £X such that fag(t)dm(t) ¢ 0 then there exists a con-
sant c such that 
F8 (h) = cfah(t)dm(t) (h ;:_X) • 
The constant c = JGg(t)d~(t) I JGg(t)dm(t) • 
REMARKS. a) The example previously discussed shows that 
the assumption that X is an algebra can not be dropped. 
b) This example also shows that even when Fe can be 
considered as integration with respect to a constant multiple of 
Haar measure that ~ need not be such a measure. 
c) Without the assumption in Theorem 2 that JGg(t)dm(t)~ 0 
for some g ~ X the theorem may fail. For instance let X be the 
subspace generated by all the translates of even functions h in 
Cc(R) for which JRh(t)dm(t) = 0 and set d~(t) = t 2dm(t). Then ~ 
acts invariantly on X since if h £.X is even then 
JRTsh(t)d~(t) = JRh(t)(t 2 - 2st + s 2 )dm(t) 
= JRh(t)t 2dm(t) 
Moreover JRh(t)dm(t) = 0 for all h ·~X • 
However the function 
( 0 
' 
t > 6 
f(t) ~ l~t 2 ' 3 < t < 
- t 
' 
0 < t < 
.... 
'-;(-t) 
' 
t < 0 
6 
3 
belongs to X and JRf(t)d~(t) < 0 • 
Theorem 2 is not valid. 
Hence the conclusion of 
4. 
2. Measures which act almost invariantly. In the examples 
discussed in the preceding section and in (2) all of the measures 
which act invariantly, though they may not be constant multiples of 
Haar measure, are of the form d~(t) = f(t)dm(t) where f is con-
tinuous and '{Tsfls £G} spans a finite dimensional linear space 
of functions. More generally everyone of these measures is such 
that · {Ts~ls E-G} spans a finite dimensional linear space of meas~ 
It seems natural then to study the questions discussed in the previous 
section not for measures which act invariantly but for ones which 
act almost invariantly in the sense that the translates of the func-
tionals which the measures define span finite dimensional spaces. 
In doing this one hopes to obtain more complete answers to the 
questions posed in the first section in a more general setting than 
considered there. As we shall see this hope is only partially ful-
filled. 
In the preceding discussion the fact that G is abe:ian 
plays no essential role and in the following development we shall 
generally require that G be a locally compact topological (LC) 
group. First we must make some definitions. 
5 • 
r:r l.t .is a tneastif>e on G or h is a function ort G then 
T sll and T h s are defined as before, while Tsll and Tsh are 
defined by Tsll(E) = ll(SE) and Tsh(t) = h(st) . m and m' will 
denote, respectively, right and left invariant Haar measure on the 
group G , that is T m = m and Tsm' = m' for all s ~ G. The s 
space of all complex valued regular Borel measures on G which are 
finite on compact sets will be denoted by V(G) , while M(G) is 
the subspace of V(G) consisting of those measures with finite total 
mass. A linear subspace X of C0 (G) is said to be right (left) 
translation invariant if Tsh £X (Tsh£.X) whenever h ~X for 
all s E G • X is translation invariant if it is both right and 
left translation invariant. The space of all complex valued linear 
functionals on X will be denoted by L(X) • We shall always con-
sider this space as a topological linear space with the topology 
given by pointwise convergence on X , that is, a net of functionals 
· {Fa} c L(X) converges to F ~- L(X) if and only if l~m Fa (h)= F(h) 
for each h £X. It should be noted that the elements of L(X) 
are not necessarily continuous. 
If ll E.. V( G) and X is a right translation invariant 
subspace of C0 (G) then ll is said to act right almost invariantly 
on X if 
(h £::. X) 
and 
n 
= {=1 ai(s) J GTsi-l~(t)dll(t) 
for all s .::::.. G and h E. X where s 1 , s 2 , .. • .. , en are 
certain fixed elements of G • 
If for each s E~ G we define the funtional F ~ L(X) s. by 
(h E X) 
6. 
then ~ acts right almost invariantly on X precisely if {Fsls E G} 
spans a finite dimensional subspace of L(X) • In this case we can 
write 
and assume without loss of generality that 
linearly independent elements of L(X) • 
(s ~- G) , 
are 
A measure ~ ,:.:: V(G) is said to be right almost invariant 
if ·{Ts~ls £ G} spans a finite dimensional space of measure. This 
is equivalent by the regularity of ~ to the requirement that ~ 
act right almost invariantly on Cc(G) • 
Measureswhich act left almost invariantly or are left almost 
invariant are defined in the obvious manner. For convenience we 
shall concentrate our attention primarily on the "right" situation. 
It will be apparent what the appropriate translation of our results 
should be to cover the "left" case. The most important difference 
is the substitution of left invariant Haar measure for right invari~ 
ant Haar measure. Obviously for abelian groups there is no difference 
between the two concepts. When we speak in generalities we shall 
often drop the adjectives "right" and "left" so as to include both 
possibilities. 
Evidently any measure which acts invariantly also acts almost 
invariantly, and the measures considered in the examples of the 
7. 
previous section are all almost invariant measures. 
In analogy with the discussion of the first section we pose 
the following questions. If ~ acts right almost invariantly on 
X then 
I') What can be said about ~ ? In particular when is ~ a 
right almost invariant measure ? 
II') What can be said about the linear functional 
We now also have a third question of some interest. 
F ?, 
e 
III') What, precisely, is the nature of a right almost invariant 
measure ? 
In the following sections we shall obtain partial answers 
to these questions. 
REMARK. Obviously if ~ is a right almost invariant measure 
then ~ acts right almost invariantly on any right translation in-
variant subspace XC_ C0 (G) for which JG!h(t)ldl~l(t) < oo for 
all h ~X. 
3.The main theorem for measures which act almost invariantly 
and the characterization of almost invariant measures. The main 
theorem of this section is the first step in the direction of an 
answer to question II' and also can be considered as a generalization 
of Theorem 2. An immediate corollary of the theorem will be a 
characterization of almost invariant measures. Since this theorem 
is so central to our development we shall give a brief outline of 
the proof. Detailed proofs for this and other results mentioned 
below can be found in (3,4) • 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a LC group, X a right translation 
invariant subspace of C0 (G) and ~ E V(G) • If ~ acts right 
almost invariantly on X then there exists a continuous function f 
8. 
such that 
F (h) = J h(t)dv(t) = J h(t)f(t)dm(t) 
e G G 
(h E-X) • 
OUTLINE OF PR001. 
s E G and that 
Assume that 
• • • ' F s n 
n 
F =l a.(s)F 
S i=1 l. Si 
for eaqh 
are linearly independent in 
L(X) • Let C be the finite dimensional subspace of L(X) spanned 
by F , F , ••• , Fs • 
sl s2 n 
Step 1. First we need to show that a 1 , a 2 , ••• , an are 
continuous functions on G. If X ,~Cc(G) then this follows qui~e 
readily from the continuity of each of the functions 
s---?> Fs(h) = J GTs-lh(t)dJ,a(t) , h ~X , the continuity of the 
projections onto the i-th co-ordinate in C and the finite dimen-
sionality of C. However if X~ Cc(G) then the continuity of 
s ~ Fs(h) is no longer a priori evident as for arbitrary~ eV(G) 
and h ~ C0 (G) the mapping s --7 Fs(h) may fail to be continuous. 
In this latter case one constructs a certain finite dimensional Haar 
measurable - and hence continuous - representation of the group G 
such that the a. 
l. 
can be expressed as finite linear combinations 
of the continuous entries in the matrices of the representation. 
The representation is essentially that given by the translation 
operators acting on C. Of course this argument also works when 
X C. Cc(G) • 
Step 2. For each g ~ Cc(G) define 
n 
= L (f g(s)ai (s)dm(s)) Fs· 
l.= 1 G 1 
and let B ='{Fglg~Cc(G)} • Then B is a closed linear subspace 
of c. If . {gB} ~- Cc(G) is a net of functions such that ~ 
i) gB > 0 
' 
all B ' ii) J Gg8(t)dm(t) = 1' all B ' and 
9. 
iii) for any open symmetric neighbourhood D of the identity in 
G that is a e0 Stich thai if S ~ e 0 then the su~port of gB is 
contaihed in u, that is, '{ge} 
then from the continuity of the 
is a compact ~oximate identi~y, 
J 
Hence Fe~- B • 
a. 
l 
we conclude that 
Step 3. Thus there .exists some k ~ Cc(G) such that 
An application of Fubini's theorem reveals that 
(h £X) 
= F • 
,e 
where f( t) = A .Q..( t-1 ) J G k( t-1 s)dll ( s) and t:..Q.. is the left modular 
function for G • 
This completes the proof. 
Let us denote by FDT(G) the space of all complex valued 
continuous functions f on G such that {Tsfls ~- G} spans a 
finite dimensional space. In this definition it is irrelevant 
whether we speak of functions whose left or right translates span 
finite dimensional spaces. This is true because of the following 
lemma whose proof is elementary. 
LEMMA. Let G be a LC group and f a function defined 
on G. Then the following are equivalent: 
i) '{Tsfl s eG} spans a finite dimensional space. 
ii) '{Tsfls ~ G} spans a finite dimensional space. 
By D(G) we denote the space of all linear combinations of 
products of complex valued continuous functions on G which are 
either additive or multiplicative, that is, functions f such that 
either 
f(st) = f(s) + f(t) or f(st) = f(s)f(t) • 
10. 
If G is an abelian group then FDT(G) = D(G) (9, p. 25) 
An immediate corollary of Theorem 3 is the following result. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a LC group and ~ ~ V(G) • Then 
the following are equivalent: 
i) ~ is a right almost invariant measure. 
ii) There is an f ~ FDT(G) such that d~(t) = f(t)dm(t) • 
If G is abelian then f E D(G) • 
In particular this says that right almost invariant measures 
are absolutely continuous with respect to right invariant Haar 
measure. 
Since the left and right modular functions of a LC group 
belong to FDT(.G) we obtain also the next corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a LC group and ~ ~ V(G) • Then 
the following are equivalent: 
i) ~ is right almost invariant. 
ii) ~ is left almost invariant. 
Thus we can legitimately speak of almost invariant measures 
without the modifiers right and left. 
A final corollary of the characterization of almost invariant 
measures is the next result. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a LC group , v ~ V(G), ~ I 0. 
If v is singular with respect to Haar measure on G then 
{T 8vls E G} and {Tsvls sG} span infinite dimensional subspaces 
of V(G). 
REr1ARKS. a) Clearly the function f provided by Theorem 3 
is not, in general, unique. 
11. 
b) If G = Rk , k > 0 , it is easy to see that f can be 
chosen to be infinitely differentiable. Also in this case if ~ is 
an almost invariant measure then ll is of the form 
where Pj are polynomials with complex coefficients, the bj 
k k-vectors of complex numbers and t = (x 1 , x 2 , ••• , xk) ~ R • 
c) If ~ is almost invariant and, for example, 
n 
are 
Tsl.l = {=1 ~i(s)TsiU ' s E G, then ~ 1 , a 2 , ••• , ~n are linearly 
n 
independent elements of FDT(G) and we may write f = L f(s 1 )~ .• i= 1 ~ 
Furthermore the dimensions of the spaces spanned by the {Tsllls ~ G} 
and {T8 fls E G} are equal. 
d) ·If G is compact and abelian then it is easily seen 
that FDT(G) consists precisely of the trigonometric polynomials 
on G • More generally whenever G is abelian the bounded elements 
of FDT(G) are exactly the trigonometric polynomials on G • 
e) It is perhaps worth while to point out that the proof of 
Theorem 3 establishes slightly more than asserted. Namely, if 
FeE L(X) and Fs E L(X) is defined by Fs(h) = Fe(Ts_ 1h) then 
whenever the mapping s + Fs is continuous from G to L(X) and 
{Fsls E G} spans a finite dimensional subspace of L(X) we can 
conclude that there exists some k E:. C (G) 
c such that 
One can also replace m by any non-negative regular Borel measure 
on G • 
12. 
4. Uniqueness theorems. Let u4 now t~n our attention 
to question I' • As before the almost invariance of a measure ~ 
cannot be deduced from the fact that ~ acts almost invariantly on 
some invariant subspace X. Nor does acting almost invariantly imply 
the absolute continuity of the measure ~ • For example let G be 
any infinite compact abelian group, X the space spanned by any 
continuous character (~,y) on G which is not identically one and 
suppose ~ is the measure with unit mass concentrated at the identity. 
Then ~ is neither almost invariant nor absolutely continuous but it 
does act almost invariantly on X since 
J (t,y)dT ~(t) = (s-!y)J (t,y)d~(t) G s G (sE..G). 
The analog of Theorem 1 is however valid. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a LC group, X a right translation 
invariant subalgebra of C0 (G) which is dense in C0 (G) and ~~V(G). 
If ~ acts right almost invariantly on X then ~ is an almost 
invariant measure. 
The proof of this result is essentially the same as for 
Theorem 1 given in (2). 
When G is compact the functionals Fs are continuous and 
so the implication of the preceding theorem remains valid under the 
assumption that X is only a dense translation invariant subspace 
of C0 (G) = Cc(G) = C(G) • If G is noncompact it is also possible 
to replace the hypothesis that X is a subalgebra by another condition. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a LC group, X a right translation 
invariant subspace of C0 (G) which contains a compact approximate 
identity and ~ E: V(G) • If ll acts right almost invariantly on 
X then ll is an almost invariant measure. 
13. 
The proof consists in showing that the mapping 
is a linear injective and surjective mapping from the space spanned 
by {Ts~ls ~ G} to the finite dimensional subspace of L(X) spanned 
by {Fsl s E.G} 
REMARK. The hypotheses of Theorem 5 do not however circumvent 
the density assumpt~ in Theorem 4 since any right translation in-
variant subspace of' C0 (G) which contains a compact approximate 
identity is dense in C0 (G) • 
5. More on measures which act almost invariantly. As observed 
previously if a measm•e ~ acts invariantly or almost invariantly 
then we cannot in general conclude that ~ is itself an invariant 
or almost invariant measure. We do however know from Theorem 3 that 
if ~ acts right almost invariantly on X then there always exists 
a continuous function f such that 
J h(t)d~(t) = J h(t)f(t)dm(t) 
G G 
(h€:=X) • 
In certain situations f may be chosen so that it belongs to 
FDT(G) , that is, so that the action of ~ as a functional on X 
is the same as that for a functional defined by some almos~ invariant 
measure. For example this was the case in Theorem 2 cited earlier. 
Another instance is provided by the following result from (2). 
THEOREM 6. Let X be a translation invariant subspace of 
Cc (R) and suppose ~ G. V(G) acts invariantly on X. Let p be the 
smallest non-negative integer such that 
f g(t)tPdm(t) I o R 
14. 
for some g ~ X • Then there is a constant c such that 
J h(t)d~(t) = cJ h(t)tPdm(t) 
R R 
(h E::. X) • 
The constant c = JRg(t)d~(t)/jRg(t)tPdm(t) . 
Thus in this context we can find an almost invariant measure 
which considered as a functional is identical with the functional ~ 
which acts invariantly. It should be noted that the dimension of 
the space spanned by the translates of this almost invariant measure 
is in general strictly greater than one, the dimension of the space 
spanned by the translates of the functional defined by ~ . More-
over the almost invariant measure is not unique since it is evident 
that dv(t) = (tp + tk)dm(t), 1 ~ k < p , will also work. 
Our attention in this section trdll thus be focused on question 
II'. In particular given a measure ~ which acts almost invariantly 
we shall seek conditiQns which insure the existence of an almost 
invariant measure which coincides with ~ as an element of L(X). 
We shall first discuss some results for arbitrary LC groups. These 
are definitely unsatisfactory but do generalize Theorem 2. For com-
pact groups \'Je shall see that an almost invariant measure with the 
desired properties always exists. 
To insure that the proofs in the non-compact case are valid 
we must however consider translation invariant subspaces X rather 
than sub spaces v-rhich are either right or left invariant. In this 
context if the answer to the preceding question is in the affirmative 
then the notions of acting right or left almost invariant.ly are equi-
valent. We state this result as the next theorem. 
s. 15. 
THEOREM 7. Let G be a LC group, X a translation inv~riant 
subspace of C0 (G) and ~ ~ V(G) • If ~ acts right (left) a~most 
irtvariantly on X ahd there exists an almost invariant measure, v 
SUCh that 
(h~_X), 
then ~ acts left (right) almost invariantly on X • 
Consequently we shall for the moment restrict our attention to 
measures which act almost invariantly, that is, act right and left 
almost invariantly on a translation invariant space X . 
Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of the next result. 
THEOREM 8. Let G be a LC group, X a translation invariant 
subspace of C0 (G) . Suppose ~ ~ V(G) acts almost invariantly on 
X and that 
( s E. G ,h E. X) • 
If there exists a function g ~ X such that 
i) JG!g(t)ldm(t) < oo 
ii) {Gig(t)ai(t)ldm(t) < 00 ~ i = 1, 2, ..• , n 
iii) {G g(t)ai(t)dm(t) = ai (e) , i = 1, 2, ••• , n 
then there exists an almost invariant measure v such that 
(h E: X) 
The hypotheses of the theorem are stated with reference to the 
fact that ~ acts right almost invariantly. Of course similar 
assumptions cah be made utilizing the fact that ~ acts left al~ost 
invariantly. 
If one recalls the proof of Theorem 3 then we know that if ~ 
acts almost invariantly on X then there exists some k ~Cc(G~ 
such that 
Fe(h) = J k(s)F (h)dm(s) G s (hE_X). 
Cor~ining this recollection with the previous theorem enables one to 
easily prove the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a LC group~ X a translation invariant 
subspace of C0 (G) . If ~ ~ V(G) acts almost invariantly on X 
and k £ X then there exists an almost invariant measure v such 
that 
(:b E X) • 
Under the hypotheses of the corollary k has all the proper-
ties of the function g in the preceding theorem. 
RN~ARK. It is not clear whether the rather special assumption 
in Theorem 8 can be removed. From the example discussed at the end 
of the first section it is however evident that if one requires the 
dimension of the space spanned by {Fsls E G} in L(X) to be equal 
to the dimension of the space spanned by {Tsvls E G} in V(G) 
where v is an almost invariant measure for which 
then some sort of restrictions must be placed on X • 
Clearly these results leave much to be desired. The situation 
for compact groups is much more satisfactory. 
THEOREM 9. Let G be a compact group, X a right translation 
invariant subspace of C(G) , and suppose ll £ IVI(G) acts right 
almost invariantly on X. 'I'hen there exists an almost invariant 
measure v such that 
OUTLINE OF PROOF. Let 
(h E X) • 
{g Y} ., be a complete family of finite 
Y'-::::r 
djmensional continuous irreducible inequivalent unitary representa~ 
tions of G. For each t ,:::_ G s gY(t) = (gij(t)) is an r(y) x r(y) 
unitary matrix and the functions gij belong to FDT(G) • Since 
G is compact we may assume that X is closed. Let 6 be tpe 
y 
collection of all gij which belong to X and such that 
fagrj<t)dl.l(t) ~ o • 
Then either 6 = ~ , in which case the theorem is trivially 
true with v = 0 !I or 6 is finite. Denoting the distinct elements 
of 6 as yk gij ~ i = 1 :1 2~ . . . , m(k), j = 1 
' 
2, ... 
' 
n(k) , 
k = 1 ' 2, 
' 
p we define 
P m(k) n(k) 
f(t) =l:L L k=1 i=1 j=1 
Using the orthogonality relations of the {gij}(10, p. 73-74)it is 
easily seen that dv(t) = f(t)dm(t) is the desired almost invariant 
measure. 
RNVIARKS. a) If G is abelian then f is a linear combi-
nation of the continuous characters which are common to X and the 
support of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of ll • 
b) In the non-abelian case one cannot, in general, obtain f 
as a linear combination of the characters of the representations O"y 0 
For e:Kar'npie let gY be a representation and let y gij be any element 
such that i .,. j . Set X equal to the closed linear span of 
~ is an almost invariant 
measure on G and so acts right almost invariantly on X . If 
n n r(yk) 
= L ckxk ~ \ gYk f = b ck )_ then, since i "f. j ' the orthogonali= k=1 m= 1 mm 
ty relations reveal that f grj < t )d ~ c t ) = 
G .· 
1fr(y) ~ 0 • 
6. Generalizations and related results. In the previous dis-
cussions we have restricted our attention to measures ~ on a 
LC group G such that ~ acts right almost invariantly on X. We 
have already commented on the role of the adjectives "right" and 
"left" for the preceding results. The assumption that {Fsls ~- G} -
or for almost invariant measures that {Ts~ls E.G} -spans a finite 
dimensional space is mainly one of convenience, and the validity of 
a number of our results does not depend on the fact that we allow 
translation by all elements of G. Indeed we can obtain many of the 
same theorems by considering only translation by elements in some 
subset of positive Haar measure. To be specific, let X be a right 
translation invariant subspace of C0 (G) and U a Borel subset. of 
G such that m(U) > 0. We say ~ acts U-right almost invariantly 
on X if 
n 
= 2_ a.(s)J" T _ 1 h(t)d~(t) 
i= 1 1 G si 
(s cu. h{; __ X) • 
If X = Cc(G) the ~ is a U-right almost invariant measure. 
With essentially the same proofs as before one can prove the 
following theorem and corollary. 
19. 
THEOREM 10. Let G be a LC group, X a right translation 
invariant subspace of C 0 ( G! and 1-1 c-:::. V( G) If U is a set of 
positive Haar measure such that 1-1 acts u~right almost invariantly 
on X then there exists a continuous functiort f on G such that 
(hE. X). 
COROLLARY. Let G be a LC group, 1-1 E V(G) and U a set 
of positive Haar measure. Then the following are equivalent: 
i) 1-1 is a U-right almost invariant measure. 
ii) There is a continuous function f on G such that 
dl.l(t) ::~ f(t)dm(t) and {Tsfl s E. U} spans a finite 
dimensional space of functions. 
Counterparts of the uniqueness theorems and some other results 
discussed above can also be proved. If G is connected then the 
notions of acting U-right almost invariantly and right almost in-
variantly are equivalent. The reader is referred to (3) for details. 
For Euclidean groups some results related to the problem as 
described in the preceding paragraphs have been obtained by Anselone 
and Korevaar (1). A special case of one of their theorems was proved 
independently by Larsen (5). Their theorem stated in terms of the 
group R is given below. 
THEOREM 11. Let 1-1 be a Schwartz distribution on R and 
s, t ~ R be such that s/t is irrational. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
i) 1-1 E. D(R) • 
ii) 1-1 is contained in a finite dimensional space ~ of 
Schwartz distributions on R , and if v <;,. W then Ts v £. V.J 
and Tt v E~ tv • 
20. 
The condition on s and t implies that W is invariant 
under translation by elements of the dense subgroup of R generated 
by s and t, and hence under translation by all of R • 
It should be noted that the assumptions on ~ made in this 
context are not precisely analogous to those considered previously. 
In the latter context we assume that ~ belongs to a finite dimen-
sional space which is invariant under certain translations. While 
in the former we assume that the collection of translates of ~ by 
elements of a certain set of positive Haar measure U spans a finite 
dimensional space W. If G is connected it follows from this 
that W is invariant under translation by elements of G. However 
if G is not connected then W may not even be invariant under 
translation by elements of U . For example let G = Z , the group 
of integers under addition, U = {-1, 0,1} and define ~ s V(G) 
by ~(k) = 1 if k = 4n, ~(k) = 0 otherwise. Then the set 
{T8 ~ Is €.. U} = {T_ 1 ~, ~, ~ ~} spans a three dimex>sional space W . 
However the space spanned by '{T v!v·er.. W, s 6. U} = {T ~,T ~ J-I,T J-lcT ~} 
s -2 1 1 "' :l 
is four )_dimensional. 
Finally it is possible to consider measures which act almost 
invariantly on translation invariant subspaces of C0 (S) where S 
is a certain type of semi-group in G , in particular an open semi-
group in G which contains the identity of G in its closure. 
One can then prove all the theorems we have discussed previously 
essentially by reducing the problem on semi-groups to a parallel 
one on groups. The ~onditions on the semi-groups are however 
necessary for the validity of the results. The interested reader 
is referred to (3) for more details. 
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